Hotel Recommendations
For 47th IVU Vegfest in Berlin

Low range €

- **City Stay Hostel**
  To Vegfest: 7 min by foot
  To PV Office: 30 min by train

- **Wombats City Hostel**
  To Vegfest: 10 min by foot
  To PV Office: 30 min by train

- **Singer 109**
  To Vegfest: 15 min by foot
  To PV Office: 40 min by train

Mid range €

- **Park Inn by Radisson Blue Alexanderplatz**
  To Vegfest: 1 min by foot
  To PV Office: 25 min by train

- **B&B Hotel Alexanderplatz**
  To Vegfest: 7 min by foot
  To PV Office: 30 min by train

- **Hotel Indigo**
  To Vegfest: 5 min by foot
  To PV Office: 40 min by train

High range €€€

- **Arcotel John F Berlin ******
  To Vegfest: 10 min by train
  To PV Office: 30 min by train
  Extras: Veggie hotel, 15€ vegan breakfast, bar, restaurant, sauna & gym, AC

- **Hotel Otto**
  To Vegfest: 30 min by train
  To PV Office: 15 min by train
  Extras: Vegan hotel, 18€ vegan breakfast

Disclaimer: ProVeg is not responsible for anything related to accommodation choices. We recommend you undertake further research to make sure you find a place that meets your requirements.
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